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A journal dedicated to poetic excellence 

 

The main goal of These Fragile Lilacs Poetry Journal is to showcase strong poetry that 

illuminates whatever is true, whatever is beautiful, whatever is revelatory, and whatever goes 

otherwise unnoticed about the world in which we live. Poetry allows us to articulate what it 

means to live and die. Poetry is also one of the most significant mediums through which to 

document our lived experiences. 
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These Fragile Lilacs is a poetry journal released biannually in January and July. We look for 

poetry that's tightly constructed and for sharp poetry with strong metaphors, similes, and 

imagery. We also gladly accept artwork and photographs. Issues are released at 

thesefragilelilacspoetry.com. The cover art of this edition of Lilacs is a painting by Clinton Van 

Inman titled When Lilacs Bloom.  

Submissions: Send poetry and art submissions to thesefragilelilacs@gmail.com. Please do not 

include any attachments for poems; instead, paste the poems you would like to be submitted 

directly into your email. You may submit up to five poems per submission cycle. Please do not 

send previously published work. If your work is accepted for publication elsewhere, please let us 

know as soon as possible. If you would like to submit artwork or photography, you may submit 

attachments of images via email to the email address above. Expect to hear back within 1 to 3 

months. To receive an expedited (1-3 day) response to your work, you can order or preorder one 

of our print titles from our website (http://www.thesefragilelilacspoetry.com/).  
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Contest Winners 

 

Congratulations to the winner of our first annual These Fragile Lilacs Poetry Prize, Kelli Allen, 

for her poem "Trishula could wend downward into the belly." Kelli's poem will be the featured 

poem in our Women's Voices Anthology, which will be published in print in spring 2017. In 

addition to a cash prize of $25, Kelli will also receive three free copies of the anthology. 

Congratulations also to our two runners-up, Shahé Mankerian and Eliza Callard. Shahé’s poem 

"Brioches in Beirut," is the featured piece of this issue of These Fragile Lilacs. Eliza's poem 

"Parlez-vous...?" will be a featured poem in our Women's Voices Anthology. The anthology can 

be preordered from our website, Thesefragilelilacspoetry.com.  
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Brioches in Beirut, by Shahé Mankerian 

 

The bakery crowd looted the last 

of the loaves. A beggar child 

driven by hunger ignored 

 

the falling bombs; he sucked 

on rancid raisins stuck 

between his teeth. 

 

Pregnant Fatimah didn't mind 

the mold on the leftover crumbs; 

she devoured them 

 

as she crossed the checkpoint 

full of pungent militiamen. 

No one noticed the Druze 

 

cabdriver on fire. No one 

tasted the difference between glass 

shards and sugar beads 

 

piercing the bloated belly 

of brioches. A roach crawled 

into the barren oven. The broken 

 

baker sat on the curb 

and cried because he ran out 

of yeast, butter, and flour.   
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Burial, by Shahé Mankerian 

 

When the shovel fell, the dirt exposed 

the white baby shoes. The eroded soil 

failed to bury the stitches on the soles 

 

and the scratches on the left tongue. 

Father looked away and gazed 

at the curling smoke from his cigarette. 

 

The shallow grave aggravated the anthill 

near the foot of the mulberry tree. 

The lantern trembled as the wind 

 

intensified from the belly of Mt. Sannine. 

The last of the dogwood twigs smoldered 

and kept the coffeepot warm. 

 

Father stomped on the white leather, 

yet the eyelets of the shoestrings stared 

back from the mud like a choking snake.   
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Keepsake, by Shahé Mankerian 

 

 

In my office, Father’s framed 

black and white photo rests 

next to my green Olivetti. 

 

When I look elsewhere, 

students under scrutiny stroke 

the dusty typewriter with caution 

 

because he scowls at them 

with his thick eyebrows. 

The fearless force the faded 

 

alphabet keys to strike the black 

cylinder without paper. 

Fingers tap dance 

 

as they throw sideway glances. 

A brown-eyed kindergartner 

in a dirty ponytail bangs 

 

the space bar until she hears 

the ding of the bell. She fiddles 

with the ribbon and asks, 

 

“Is it dead?” I know 

she means the typewriter, 

but I keep looking at Father. 
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The Argument, by Markus Egeler Jones  

 

It had been going on all night 

like the continuous bump 

on the other side of a cheap motel 

room wall. Earlier clouds outside 

the small window were a bunch 

of nervous cows lopsiding their pen. 

 

Now they are invisible blankets 

hiding away the stars, 

and the ground is wet, and our feet 

are dragging through the thickness 

of it all, and houses watch as we walk 

down the silver black street. 

 

The storm is over, and our fingers 

shy from a night of unveiling 

toy with the idea of touching. 

Thinking it’s a yellow flashing light 

a puddle blinks, and the wind 

is around the corner. Just like 

our thoughts, it lies around the corner. 

 

Dirty and used and on the surface 

the gutter at the curb 

is underneath a swirl 

of cigarette butts and wrappers, 

and it’s late, but like everything else 

 

the bumping had to stop some time. 
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A BOMB SCARE, by Kenneth Pobo 

 

at a huge Dallas LGBTQ church. 

Two choices.  Be invisible. 

Be dead.  

  

A moment of silence, 

please—to think about hate, 

its quick trigger finger, 

how it dresses in business casual.  

Silence tells the shooter 

how to enter.  

Today is quiet 

  

so far.  Summer rattles 

cages of the trees 

yet makes no sound.  

It won’t last. 

Plans are already being made. 

It’s nothing personal— 

our names don’t matter. 

We don’t even need names, 

just something to stop 

breathing, to tear flesh.  
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Public Enemy, by Kenneth Pobo  

  

A warning begins 

the 1931 film— 

we are about to see 

a problem 

that needs solving. 

  

Fast forward 

to us.  Home, 

  

a toxic hate dump 

a kid sleeps in.  Comes 

the call from school-- 

everyone thought he was 

a good boy, 

  

who they found 

swinging 

  

from a beam 

near parked cars 

for drivers ed. training. 
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From This Distance, by Ed Higgins  

 

Yes, I can imagine it now              

how we could each disappear completely  

connected only through memory’s fault lines, 

subduction zones all our own,   

lie-protected over time’s distance  

surfaces sliding under recollection 

as overlaying sediments accumulate 

transform into anthracite  

or other hardened evidence  

under pressure of ages ago. 

 

Remembering itself long since fading  

at some lost premise: 

We once sang so goofily out of tune 

we may actually have laughed out loud.  

 

Uncertain too are favored wines:  

zinfandel, chardonnay, oaky pinots  

we declared made just for us–– 

 

Little suspecting some later taste 

like treachery, say, calculated  

or maybe only through regret 

conveniently overlooked 

while staring into one another’s eyes. 

 

So somewhere now in middle-age 

uneven embarrassment draws me back 

to where memory no longer tectonically shears 

along fault lines long past each other.  

 

Whole continents have drifted slowly 

to their present locations 

built up and worn away, 

tracing rifts in the crust still. 
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We nearly always, by Ed Higgins 

 

seek some explanation for the silence:  

of stars, embarrassed hope, time’s contempt.  

 

Always too the questions beside themselves, 

quicker than our nimble moves to unbutton 

 

their too tight fitting constrictions. 

After loss especially, feeling for your 

 

own sad pulse you wish wasn’t there, 

light too heavy to escape the event horizon. 

 

We sometimes call that dark void 

our soul. Full of density licked to fury 

 

by the cosmic winds of coming and going 

to and fro in our lowering stellar air. Where 

 

calm and chaos whisper advice both, 

as we listen hard to inhabited contradictions. 

 

Our houses slide off crumbling hillsides, 

eaten by the sea. All this movement carrying us  

 

back to lives of water where only yesterday we came 

from, dripping God from our loins. Not to be confused  

 

with our also rising in perfect starlight, steep-turning angels  

sometimes. Or as in the glint of flying fish. Their impulse 

 

for racing above calm or turbulent waters with  

a message we can only wish to understand, unravel 

 

through thinking. Breathing in salt-flecked wonder, 

entering those fleeing forms of being or becoming.  
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The Lovers, by Linda Simone 

- after two paintings by Rene Magritte 

 

  

1.  
I get it.  Love is blind.  The two: headcloths 

like Abu Graib, but white. 

  

The plane of his nose 

formally dressed: he in black & white 

she, a red dress, v-necked. 

  

Behind, landscapes worthy of Corot. 

  

He taller.  They, like us, 

cannot see.  

  

2. 
White piping on crimson dress. 

The two kiss 

through muslin 

draping like a muffler about his neck. 

  

Only the roundness of their skulls, hint of a chin 

tent of a nose. 

  

They’ve gained real estate: crown molding 

and a red wall.  No way in. 

No way out. 
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Lorelei, a poetry-art montage by Stephen Mead 
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Greed, by Mina Kodsi 

 

 

I've dug a hole in the beach sand, 

not with a shovel, but with my own hands. 

 

 

"That hole looks like a heart," I hear a child say  

 as he drops his yellow pail and turns to walk away. 

 

 

I go over and grab it, promising to return it to him,  

while I walk over to the water and fill it up to the brim. 

 

 

I empty it in my hole and watch the water sink into the sand, 

Once more, then again, as the hole continues to expand. 
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Flare, by Richard King Perkins II 

 

You unknotted    the sun        a lesser vastness 

solar magma                       which becomes the 

the reflection on your teeth      you released 

your wild shadows       to the reclusive frontier 

where we had once lain             unknown to 

anyone          hidden at high noon          you 

pantomimed                     avian trade winds 

plummeting      through         humid handholds 

day barely black you hummed in grayest gloom 

 

You gave away              an ounce of restraint 

the scent       of asphalt            driveways 

you sloughed off        a thin     spindly glint 

burrowing into      a condensation       of failure 

and drew back     your lips      killing the angels 

of your lesser self                 sweating contempt 

and little                      yellow flowers 

sun bleach   will someday       cleanse         all— 

you descend     into optics                         smiling. 
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Winding Staircase, by Richard King Perkins II 

 

A mind rises and falls through planets 

spinning blue eyes counterclockwise. 

 

I don’t remember my projectile existence— 

leaving my father 

 

then my mother 

 

but my wife and I 

went on to make a baby 

 

out of a Golden Yukon potato 

and a bit of elbow grease. 

 

I stand on a straw floor, 

the dogs are barking not far away 

 

rust of the steam age burrows 

across a world 

both flat and hollow 

 

incising intent on all things inanimate. 

 

Someone is smashing a hammer on pavement 

a father telling distant relations 

 

his child is almost born. 

 

An old woman sits by the stove 
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bored or just cold 

 

a withered umbilical cord snakes out 

from beneath her housecoat 

 

rising from morgue and twisted earth; 

 

all deformed monsters 

are inherited, passed on 

 

the bell on the oven timer rings— 

 

that which should be destroyed 

can also be transformed 

 

into bliss. 
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The Bee Girl, by A.J. Terlesky  

 

 

I watch the bloated honeybees 

as they softly rape innocent 

roses. Milking them for candied 

nectar. Weaving between petals 

like greedy, hungry men. 

I breeze past them, a summer 

ghost-girl, lifting my dress, 

inviting them in with cotton-girl 

panties of white with red lady- 

bugs scampering along daisy-chain 

seams. 

 

The bees billow under my dress 

like wind, until I am floating 

along the measure of summer 

and fall. Their barbed sounds 

music to my ears, muffled as 

they are under my airy summer 

frock. 

  

I am the bee girl. A child, soon- 

to-be-made woman with wire 

stings beneath the resplendent 

yellow of my dress. Bees dying, 

following subsequent stings to 

inner thighs. 

Their stingers, embedded within 

supple child-flesh, invite me to maturity. 

I will bleed now. As the bees 

drop from my ballooned skirts 

to hard-leafed ground below. 

I fall, from summer to fall, 

soft nipples hardening 

against frail cotton fabric 

With knowing thighs, I am 

made woman. 
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Blackbirds, by Martin Willitts Jr. 

  

a flash of darkening-solid flock of blackbirds 

blasts by like a storm cloud 

low enough to almost grab one by the wings 

  

land individually nearby 

the red spot on their wings pulses 

a poem in action 

  

I open my door to let one in 

it knows a trap 

when it sees it 

  

it must have heard the rumors 

the heart quickens 

when there is no escape 
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Silk, by Greg Lyons  

 

The silkworm manufactures  

as efficiently as a factory line. Its tiny jaws 

a conveyor belt carrying leaf bits to its long 

vanilla vacuum hose of a body. The constant eating 

drones on like a morning drizzle. Static 

of a soft crackling fire, of a record player, 

the needle revolving empty vinyl. Each band of its body 

swells and contracts, subsequently, then nothing 

is left but the leaf’s petiolate veins, a skeleton 

of a bird’s wing. Evolution’s discarded wrapper. 

 

The worms only eat from the Tree of Heaven, 

its Chinese name translated. Ghetto Palm, 

the tree’s name in New York. Or known otherwise 

as a mulberry tree. A low hanging bush tree 

that in its old age resembles a magician’s 

top hat filled with mulberries to pick 

and pluck and stain fingers and mouths 

in dark webs of blacks and purples, Han 

purple and Patriarch blue. Shades 

of swelling and deep bruises. The worm 

has been human-bred for 5,000 years. It used to 

fly. Now it can’t. Imagine a winged insect 
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forever grounded, munching away 

its entire life. Their young need leaves 

to be minced, their jaws too atrophied 

to chew themselves.  
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 Packaged Brightly, by Mike Jurkovic 

 

  

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury 

what else do you need to know? 

How they've fleeced your bloodline. 

Gutted your sons and defaced 

your angel daughters. 

  

How they put the planet 

up for sale. Sky brown. Dead Sea. 

Cut down mountains to get their goods 

to a new market now that yours is 

dark and shuttered. 

  

How you always owe them something 

even if they've claimed 

each extremity. One by one. 

Lopped off metaphorically and 

thrown in a hole 

  

leading to 

the process machines 

that break the shit down 

into dinner. Packaged brightly 

w/lots of salt. And sugar. 

And booze. 18% by volume. 

  

How we dance on our last leg 

the latest gyration. The newest dodge 

and hustle. And I wish I had a hacksaw 

to cut the shin away. 
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Life of a Leaf, by James P. Roberts  

 

I lay on the brittle grass 

beneath the sugar maple 

and let falling leaves 

cover my face. 

I have become 

a veined map replete 

with jagged edges 

and one long thin stem. 

I smell the scent of earth, 

feel soft skin, 

my hands at rest 

palms raised toward the sky. 

I show my bright colors 

for a few days 

until the north wind 

blows in rain and strips me. 

It does not take long 

until I am buried 

sunlight, like an opaque 

curtain blurs my sight. 

Frost curls me 

and I have to dig deeper, 

knowing all the while 

the long months until Spring. 
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A Boom Year for Fireflies in Central Texas, by Sally Zakariya 

     WBUR Boston, June 28, 2016 

  

If there were fireflies in Central Texas 

     last time I was there 

I missed them from the windows 

     of the Greyhound bus. 

  

New married, we’d turned the pioneer journey 

inside out, heading back East from California, 

drifting and dreaming, hand in hand 

     on the back seat. 

  

Texas rolled on and on … silent stretches 

of dark plains taking turns with neon lights – 

     not lightning bugs. 

  

Not then. But now they’re in the news: 

fireflies throng in Texas, a boom year, 

     they say. 

  

Last year’s rain smoothed a shelter for them, 

     moist and dark. 

Now, winged, they swarm up, little lucifers 

bearing their own light, painting the night 

with the dash and dot of their cool glow. 

  

Back in Italy Caravaggio saw the light, coating 

his canvas with a powder of dried fireflies – 

a luminescent field where he could fix an image 

     projected in a darkened box. 

  

His art survives, dramatic darks and lights, 

     and fireflies helped. 

Texas should thank them – so should we all – 

for Caravaggio and for their own fleeting 

     but dazzling display. 
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But Not, by Ed Hack  

 

The end of day. The sky is silver-gray. 

The trees have lost the colors of their change, 

their dying tapestries, the red arrays, 

and oranges that glow and are as strange 

as dark that comes to finish day in night. 

Two days ago a tree was filled with fire-- 

the setting sun turned rust and orange bright 

but smoldering, a seizure of desire-- 

I'd never seen the like of it, a tree 

but not a tree, a radiance of smoke 

that wasn't smoke--it was the light set free, 

become as holy as the human hope 

to feel the pulse of life. That was the last 

of light, a blessing that arrived, unasked. 
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Biographies  

 

Ed Hack was a teacher. Now he’s a poet. For the last three years he’s been exploring the 

precisions and passions of the sonnet. 

 

Ed Higgins’ poems and short fiction have appeared in various print and online journals 

including: Monkeybicycle, Tattoo Highway, Triggerfish Critical Review, and Blue Print Review, 

among others. He and his wife live on a small farm in Yamhill, OR, raising a menagerie of 

animals including an alpaca named Machu-Picchu. Ed is the Assistant Fiction Editor for Brilliant 

Flash Fiction, an Ireland-based flash journal. 

 

Markus Egeler Jones graduated from Eastern Kentucky University’s MFA program – the 

Bluegrass Writer's Studio. He teaches writing at Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri. 

His first novel, How the Butcher Bird Finds Her Voice, will be published in 2017 with Five Oaks 

Press. 

 

Mike Jurkovic is a 2016 Pushcart nominee. His poems and music criticism have appeared 

globally but have yet to generate any reportable income. His full-length collections 

include, smitten by harpies & shiny banjo catfish (Lion Autumn Press, 2016). His chapbooks 

include Eve’s Venom (Post Traumatic Press, 2014) and Purgatory Road (Pudding House 

Press,2010). His anthologies include: WaterWrites & Riverine (Codhill Press, 2009, 2007) and 

Will Work for Peace (Zeropanik, 1999). Jurkovic is the President of Calling All 

poets, New Paltz, NY, and the producer of CAPSCASTS. Archival recordings from Calling All 

Poets are available at www.callingallpoets.net. Music features, interviews, & CD reviews appear 

in Elmore Magazine & the Van Wyck Gazette. www.mikejurkovic.com 

 

Mina Kodsi is a rising first year medical student with hopes of one day becoming a 

neurosurgeon.  He is deeply religious and highly spiritual, which has led him to be poetically 

inclined since his youth.  His main poetic inspirations are the Book of Psalms in the Bible as well 

as the works of C.S. Lewis and other Christian poets.  He received his instruction in the ways of 

poetic craft from the very accomplished poet, Shira Dentz, and hopes to one day be able to create 

http://www.callingallpoets.net/
http://www.mikejurkovic.com/
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emotional experiences through language with the same skillful eloquence found in Dentz's 

poems. 

 

Duane Locke lives hermetically in a city that is unknown to him, Tampa, FL.  He dwells alone 

near friendly alligators, herons, egrets, and ibis. 

 

Greg W. Lyons lives in Oakland with his wife, and he has publications in various electronic and 

print poetry journals, such as concis, Northern Licking Review, Oberon and Diverse Voices 

Quarterly, among others. He also writes screenplays and shorts, which have been awarded at 

various film festivals, such as LaCineFest and MASSIFF. More information, including other 

creative and professional writing samples, can be found at his personal website: 

www.gwlyons.com 

 

Shahé Mankerian's manuscript, History of Forgetfulness, has been a finalist at four prestigious 

competitions: the 2013 Crab Orchard Series in Poetry Open Competition, the Bibby First Book 

Competition, the Quercus Review Press (Fall Poetry Book Award), and the 2014 White Pine 

Press Poetry Prize. His poems have appeared in Mizna. 

 

A resident of New York, Stephen Mead is a published artist, writer, maker of short-collage 

films and sound-collage downloads. His latest P.O.D. amazon release is an art-text hybrid, 

"According to the Order of Nature (We too are Cosmos Made)," a work which takes to task the 

words which have been used against LGBT folks from time immemorial.  In 2014 he began a 

webpage to gather links of his poetry being published in such zines as Great Works, Unlikely 

Stories, and Quill & Parchment, among others, in one place:  Poetry on the Line, Stephen Mead 

(http://stephenmead.weebly.com/links-to/poetry-on-the-line-stephen-mead) 

 

Richard King Perkins II is a state-sponsored advocate for residents in long-term care facilities. 

He lives in Crystal Lake, IL, USA with his wife, Vickie and daughter, Sage. He is a three-time 

Pushcart, Best of the Net and Best of the Web nominee whose work has appeared in more than a 

thousand publications. 

 

http://stephenmead.weebly.com/links-to/poetry-on-the-line-stephen-mead
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Kenneth Pobo has a new book forthcoming from Circling Rivers called Loplop in a Red 

City.  His work has appeared in: Nimrod, Colorado Review, Mudfish, Caesura, and elsewhere. 

 

James P. Roberts is the author of four previous poetry collections and has had recent work 

published in Blue Heron Review, Constellations, Red Cedar Review and the Madison, Wisconsin 

Bus Lines Poetry Project.  He lives in Madison, Wisconsin where he is actively involved in local 

literary organizations and follows women's flat-track roller derby. 

 

Linda Simone's second chapbook, Archeology, was published in 2014 by Flutter Press.  Her 

Pushcart-nominated poems appear in numerous journals and anthologies, most recently, 

in Bearing the Mask: Southwestern Persona Poems and the 2017 Texas Poetry Calendar, both 

by Dos Gatos Press. She lives in San Antonio, Texas. http://www.lindasimone.com/ 

 

A.J. Terlesky is a Canadian writer, who spent most of her life in New Zealand, and now resides 

in the United States. Her work reflects a multicultural perspective. Both people and places 

remain a constant source of inspiration for her writing. She holds an MA in Creative Writing and 

English Literature from Southern New Hampshire University. 

 

Martin Willitts Jr. has over 20 chapbooks, plus 11 full-length collections including How to Be 

Silent (FutureCycle Press, 2016). His forthcoming books include Dylan Thomas and the Writing 

Shed (FutureCycle Press); Three Ages of Women (Deerbrook Press); and the winner of the Turtle 

Island Quarterly Editor’s Choice Award, The Wire Fence Holding Back the World (Flowstone 

Press). 

 

Sally Zakariya’s poems have appeared in 50-some print and online journals. She is the author, 

most recently, of When You Escape (Five Oaks Press, 2016), as well as Insectomania (2013) and 

Arithmetic and other verses (2011). She is the editor of Joys of the Table (2015). Zakariya blogs 

at www.butdoesitrhyme.com. 

 

 

http://www.lindasimone.com/
http://www.lindasimone.com/
http://www.butdoesitrhyme.com/

